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SUMMARY
We describe automated technologies to probe the
structure of neural tissue at nanometer resolution
and use them to generate a saturated reconstruction
of a sub-volume of mouse neocortex in which all
cellular objects (axons, dendrites, and glia) and
many sub-cellular components (synapses, synaptic
vesicles, spines, spine apparati, postsynaptic den-
sities, and mitochondria) are rendered and itemized
in a database. We explore these data to study phys-
ical properties of brain tissue. For example, by
tracing the trajectories of all excitatory axons and
noting their juxtapositions, both synaptic and non-
synaptic, with every dendritic spine we refute the
idea that physical proximity is sufficient to predict
synaptic connectivity (the so-called Peters’ rule).
This online minable database provides general ac-
cess to the intrinsic complexity of the neocortex
and enables further data-driven inquiries.
INTRODUCTION
The cellular organization of the mammalian brain is more compli-
cated than that of any other known biological tissue. As a result,
much of the nervous system’s fine cellular structure is unex-
plored. While it has been known for more than a century that a
directional network interconnects many kinds of nerve cells (Ca-
jal, 1899), and that this network underlies behaviors (Sherrington,
1906), for the most part, the precise relationships between the
brain’s many cellular components are not known. Several labo-
ratories are now beginning to generate such data in mammals
using electron microscopy (EM). This work has provided new in-
sights into the visual system (Anderson et al., 2011; Helm-
staedter et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2014; Briggman et al., 2011;
Bock et al., 2011; see also Takemura et al., 2013; Mishchenko
et al., 2010). Descriptions of neuronal network structure could
also be important if derangements in networks underlie psychi-
atric or developmental disorders and/or if modifications to these
networks store learned information (i.e., memories). Exploring
such possibilities may require methods for obtaining detailed
synaptic-level connectomic data.
A reconstruction effort on the scale of mammalian brains, how-
ever, would be enormously expensive and difficult to justify
without assurances that this kind of information would be of value
(Marblestone et al., 2013; Plaza et al., 2014; Lichtman et al.,
2014). Substantial savings in effort could come if the connectivity
of the cerebral cortex could be ascertained without looking at
every single synapse. For example, if the overlap of axons and
dendrites at light microscope resolution provides sufficient infor-
mation to infer connectivity (Hill et al., 2012), huge data sets of EM
images of cerebral cortex might be superfluous. We thus decided
to reconstruct all the connectivity within a very small piece of
neocortical tissue (1,500 mm3 at a resolution allowing identifica-
tion of every synaptic vesicle) to be in a better position to decide
whether or not obtaining complete brain maps at such a fine level
of resolution reveals interesting properties that cannot be inferred
from either lower resolution or more sparse analyses.
Previous connectomic studies of retina and hippocampus
concluded that connectivity was not entirely predictable from
the proximity of presynaptic elements to postsynaptic targets
(Briggman et al., 2011; Mishchenko et al., 2010; Helmstaedter
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• most highly evolved organ: 
~ 1011 neurons 
~ 1014 synapses (connections) 
~ 5-50Hz firing rate
dealing with brain complexity
• electron microscopy imaging can 
resolve individual synaptic vesicles 
(very small) 
• slice brain into 29-nm thick wafers…
300 μm
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• “Although technologies, such as the ones described in this paper, seek to 
provide a more complete description of the complexity of a system, they do 
not necessarily make understanding the system any easier.  
• Rather, this work challenges the notion that the only thing that stands in the 
way of fundamental mechanistic insights is lack of data.  
• The numbers of different neurons interacting within each miniscule portion of 
the cortex is greater than the total number of different neurons in many 
behaving animals.  
• Some may therefore read this work as a cautionary tale that the task is 
impossible.  
• Our view is more sanguine; in the nascent field of connectomics there is no reason 
to stop doing it until the results are boring.”
Lichtman discussion
what defines a neural cell-type?
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protein fusion, EGFP fluorescence localized to the nucleoli and
cytoplasm (Figure 2B). EGFP direct fluorescence coincident
with enkephalin immunohistochemical detection (striatopallidal
cell marker) was observed in striatal cells from the Drd2 bac-
TRAP line but not the Drd1a bacTRAP line (Figures 2B and 2D),
verifying correct BAC-mediated cell-type expression. Velocity
sedimentation analysis of polysome complexes isolated from
striatal extracts of both bacTRAP lines confirmed incorporation
of the EGFP-L10a fusion protein into functional polysomes
in vivo (Figure S3 and data not shown).
We next developed procedures for rapid extraction and immu-
noaffinity purification of the EGFP-tagged polyribosome com-
plexes from intact brain tissue, which proved substantially
more challenging than from transfected cells in culture.
However, after several optimization steps (see the Experimental
Procedures), highly purified RNA was consistently obtained from
bacTRAP mouse brain tissue (Figure 3). Key steps of the purifica-
tion protocol include rapid manual dissection and homogeniza-
tion of the tissue, inclusion of magnesium and cycloheximide in
the lysis buffer to maintain ribosomal subunits on mRNA during
purification, inhibition of endogenous RNase activity, solubiliza-
tion of rough endoplasmic reticulum-bound polysomes under
nondenaturing conditions, use of high-affinity anti-EGFP anti-
bodies, and the addition of high-salt washes after immunoaffinity
purification to reduce background.
Translational Profiling of Striatonigral
and Striatopallidal MSNs
Translational profiling analysis was performed with immunoaffin-
ity-purified mRNA from adult striatonigral or striatopallidal
bacTRAP mice. After two rounds of in vitro transcription, biotin-
labeled antisense RNA (cRNA) was used to interrogate Affyme-
trix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 arrays. Replicate
bacTRAP samples collected from each line gave nearly identical
genome-wide translational profiles (average Pearson correlation
of 0.982 and 0.985 for striatonigral and striatopallidal samples,
respectively). For each cell type, data were collected from three
independent biological replicates, each prepared from a cohort
of seven animals. Analysis of immunoaffinity-purified samples
revealed no bias for mRNA length or abundance (Figure S4).
Comparative analysis of these data (see the Experimental Proce-
dures) revealed that all of the well-characterized, differentially
expressed MSN markers (Gerfen, 1992) were enriched with the
TRAP translational profiling approach: dopamine receptor 2
(Drd2) (36.63), adenosine 2a receptor (Adora2a) (13.23), and en-
kephalin (Penk) (7.53) were enriched in the striatopallidal bac-
TRAP sample, whereas dopamine receptor D1A (Drd1a) (3.93),
substance P (Tac1) (3.63), and dynorphin (Pdyn) (5.63) were en-
riched in the striatonigral bacTRAP sample (Figure 3C and Table
S2). We also confirmed four striatopallidal-enriched mRNAs
(Adk, Plxdc1, BC004044, and Hist1h2bc), as well as six striato-
nigral-enriched mRNAs (Slc35d3, Zfp521, Ebf1, Stmn2, Gnb4,
and Nrxn1) reported in a microarray study of FACS-isolated
MSNs (Lobo et al., 2006) (Table S2). We further identified !70
additional striatopallidal-enriched transcripts and more than
150 additional striatonigral-enriched transcripts (Table S2). To
initially verify our data, we performed quantitative PCR assays
using independent biological bacTRAP Drd1a and Drd2 samples
and a different cDNA amplification procedure (see the Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures). Differential translation of
Eya1, Isl1, Gng2, and Crym in striatonigral MSNs and Gpr6,
Lhx8, Gpr88, Trpc4, and Tpm2 in striatopallidal MSNs was con-
firmed (Tables S3 and S4). These genes were selected because
they represent both highly and moderately enriched messages.
Given the apparent enhanced sensitivity of our translational
profiling method, we were next interested in large-scale
Figure 2. Expression of EGFP-L10a in Drd1a and Drd2 bacTRAP
Lines
(A) Immunohistochemistry to EGFP in adult sagittal sections from the Drd2
bacTRAP line CP101.
(B) Characterization of Drd2 bacTRAP line CP101 striatal MSN cells: direct
EGFP fluorescence (left panel with high-magnification image insert), enkeph-
alin immunohistochemical staining (middle panel), and merge (right panel,
with 20 mm scale bar).
(C) Immunohistochemistry to EGFP in adult sagittal sections from the Drd1a
bacTRAP line CP73.
(D) Characterization of Drd1a bacTRAP line CP73 striatal MSN cells: direct
EGFP fluorescence (left panel), enkephalin immunohistochemical staining
(middle panel), and merge (right panel).
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• use combinations of these properties to select specific cell-types
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mixed cells single cell-type single cell
✔ easy to obtain 
✔ plenty of material  
✘  ++ white matter 
✘  not sensitive
✔ easy to obtain…  
✘  …only in model organism 
✔ plenty of material 
✔ promoter-specific  
✔ sensitive
✘  difficult to obtain 
✘  little material 
✘  lose processes 
✔ sensitive 
✘  ChIP & MS/MS hard
dissection bacTRAP / FACS LCM / FACS
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how can we use cell-type specific data from mouse to learn 
more about the development of the human brain?
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brainspan project
5 weeks 
post-conception adulthood
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identifying cell-type expression profiles in human brain
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public RNA resource - website development
website work ongoing, thanks  
to two high-school students: 
- Abhishek Gorti 
- Michael Laraia 
 
heavy use of: 
- interactive plots (D3.js) 
- scalable storage (MongoDB)
brainspan mouse cell-types human bodymap
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A draft map of the human proteome
Min-Sik Kim1,2, Sneha M. Pinto3, Derese Getnet1,4, Raja Sekhar Nirujogi3, Srikanth S. Manda3, Raghothama Chaerkady1,2,
Anil K. Madugundu3, Dhanashree S. Kelkar3, Ruth Isserlin5, Shobhit Jain5, Joji K. Thomas3, Babylakshmi Muthusamy3,
Pamela Leal-Rojas1,6, Praveen Kumar3, Nandini A. Sahasrabuddhe3, Lavanya Balakrishnan3, Jayshree Advani3, Bijesh George3,
Santosh Renuse3, Lakshmi Dhevi N. Selvan3, Arun H. Patil3, Vishalakshi Nanjappa3, Aneesha Radhakrishnan3, Samarjeet Prasad1,
Tejaswini Subbannayya3, Rajesh Raju3, Manish Kumar3, Sreelakshmi K. Sreenivasamurthy3, Arivusudar Marimuthu3,
Gajanan J. Sathe3, Sandip Chavan3, Keshava K. Datta3, Yashwanth Subbannayya3, Apeksha Sahu3, Soujanya D. Yelamanchi3,
Savita Jayaram3, Pavithra Rajagopalan3, Jyoti Sharma3, Krishna R. Murthy3, Nazia Syed3, Renu Goel3, Aafaque A. Khan3,
Sartaj Ahmad3, Gourav Dey3, Keshav Mudgal7, Aditi Chatterjee3, Tai-Chung Huang1, Jun Zhong1, Xinyan Wu1,2, Patrick G. Shaw1,
Donald Freed1, Muhammad S. Zahari2, Kanchan K. Mukherjee8, Subramanian Shankar9, Anita Mahadevan10,11, Henry Lam12,
Christopher J. Mitchell1, Susarla Krishna Shankar10,11, Parthasarathy Satishchandra13, John T. Schroeder14, Ravi Sirdeshmukh3,
Anirban Maitra15,16, Steven D. Leach1,17, Charles G. Drake16,18, Marc K. Halushka15, T. S. Keshava Prasad3, Ralph H. Hruban15,16,
Candace L. Kerr19{, Gary D. Bader5, Christine A. Iacobuzio-Donahue15,16,17, Harsha Gowda3 & Akhilesh Pandey1,2,3,4,15,16,20
The availability of human genome sequence has transformed biomedical research over the past decade. However, an equiv-
alent map for the human proteome with direct measurements of proteins and peptides does not exist yet. Here we present
a draft map of the human proteome using high-resolution Fourier-transform mass spectrometry. In-depth proteomic
profiling of 30 histologically normal human samples, including 17 adult tissues, 7 fetal tissues and 6 purified primary hae-
matopoietic cells, resulted in identification of proteins encoded by 17,294 genes accounting for approximately 84% of the
total annotated protein-coding genes in humans. A unique and comprehensive strategy for proteogenomic analysis
enabled us to discover a number of novel protein-coding regions, which includes translated pseudogenes, non-coding
RNAs and upstream open reading frames. This large human proteome catalogue (available as an interactive web-based
resource at http://www.humanproteomemap.org) will complement available human genome and transcriptome data to
accelerate biomedical research in health and disease.
Analysis of the complete human genome sequence has thus far led to
the identification of approximately 20,687 protein-coding genes1, although
the annotation still continues to be refined. Mass spectrometry has rev-
olutionized proteomics studies in a manner analogous to the impact of
next-generation sequencing on genomics and transcriptomics2–4. Several
groups, including ours, have used mass spectrometry to catalogue com-
plete proteomes of unicellular organisms5–7 and to explore proteomes
of higher organisms, including mouse8 and human9,10. To develop a draft
map of the human proteome by systematically identifying and annotat-
ing protein-coding genes in the human genome, we carried out prote-
omic profiling of 30 histologically normal human tissues and primary
cells using high-resolution mass spectrometry. We generated tandem
mass spectra corresponding to proteins encoded by 17,294 genes, account-
ing for approximately 84% of the annotated protein-coding genes in
the human genome—to our knowledge the largest coverage of the human
proteome reported so far. This includes mass spectrometric evidence for
proteins encoded by 2,535 genes that have not been previously observed
as evidenced by their absence in large community-based proteomic data
sets—PeptideAtlas11, GPMDB12 and neXtProt13 (which includes anno-
tations from the Human Protein Atlas14).
A general limitation of current proteomics methods is their depen-
dence on predefined protein sequence databases for identifying pro-
teins. To overcome this, we also used a comprehensive proteogenomic
analysis strategy to identify novel peptides/proteins that are currently
not part of annotated protein databases. This approach revealed novel
protein-coding genes in the human genome that are missing from cur-
rent genome annotations in addition to evidence of translation of several
annotated pseudogenes as well as non-coding RNAs. As discussed below,
we provide evidence for revising hundreds of entries in protein databases
based on our data. This includes novel translation start sites, gene/exon
extensions and novel coding exons for annotated genes in the human
genome.
Generating a high-quality mass spectrometry data set
To generate a baseline proteomic profile in humans, we studied 30 his-
tologically normal human cell and tissue types, including 17 adult tissues,
1McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205, USA. 2Department of Biological Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205, USA. 3Institute of Bioinformatics, International Tech Park, Bangalore 560066, India. 4Adrienne Helis Malvin Medical Research Foundation, New Orleans, Louisiana
70130, USA. 5The Donnelly Centre, University of Toronto, Toronto,Ontario M5S 3E1, Canada. 6Department of Pathology,Universidadde La Frontera,Center of Genetic and Immunological Studies-Scientific
and Technological Bioresource Nucleus, Temuco 4811230, Chile. 7School of Medicine, Imperial College London, South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK. 8Department of Neurosurgery,
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh 160012, India. 9Department of Internal Medicine Armed Forces Medical College, Pune 411040, India. 10Department of
Neuropathology, National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences, Bangalore 560029, India. 11Human Brain Tissue Repository, Neurobiology Research Centre, National Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences, Bangalore 560029, India. 12Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and Division of Biomedical Engineering, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Clear
Water Bay, Hong Kong. 13Department of Neurology, National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences, Bangalore 560029, India. 14Department of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21224, USA. 15The Sol Goldman Pancreatic Cancer Research Center, Department of Pathology, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21231,
USA. 16Department of Oncology, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21231, USA. 17Department of Surgery, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore,
Maryland 21231, USA. 18Departments of Immunology and Urology, Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21231, USA.
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integration of multi-modal data
dealing with brain complexity
integrating across cell-types and tissues
combining data from complementary measurements
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 tremendous volumes of data that can be produced by mass spectrom-
etry and other functional genomic assays, now more than ever there 
exist major analytical advantages to designing studies combining 
transcriptomic and proteomic data22.
Importantly, those studies that have attempted deliberate coanalysis 
of RNA and protein have consistently observed a limited correla-
tion (between 0.5 and 0.7) in abundance. As such, measurements of 
mRNA abundance alone are insufficient to be considered predictive 
of protein abundance54–56, reinforcing the requirement for cellular 
analysis at the proteome level. The cause for this poor correlation is 
probably a combination of biological and technical factors57, where 
such biological factors include cellular heterogeneity, alternative splic-
ing, post-transcriptional regulation, post-translational modifications, 
protein turnover and protein localization. It is therefore essential for 
our deeper understanding of cellular mechanics, especially in highly 
heterogeneous tissues such as those of the CNS, to minimize technical 
variability so that samples subjected to multi-omic analysis are of high 
quality, inherently comparable and processed with consistency.
A promising recent innovation allows direct profiling of the 
translatome, or the set of actively translating RNAs engaged by the 
polyribosome, thus enabling analysis of RNA at a point closest to the 
production of protein58 (we discuss so-called RiboTag or TRAP meth-
ods and their utility in the CNS below). A more detailed assessment of 
translational control59 can be obtained by sequencing the very short 
fragments of RNA contained within the ribosome itself17. So-called 
ribosome profiling allows, for the first time, a transcriptome-wide 
survey of the positions of ribosomes on the RNA transcript, includ-
ing precise identification of open reading frames. When compared 
to the relative abundance of those same transcripts, the approach 
has formalized the concept of translational efficiency, a mechanism 
through which cells may have the ability to modify protein output 
while maintaining stable RNA abundance simply by increasing the 
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Figure 1 Integrated genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic analyses and the central dogma. (a–c) Illustrated are the three canonical processes of the 
central dogma, the common methods by which genome-wide data are obtained and the information provided by these data. (a) Whole-genome or exome 
sequencing provides genomic variant information. An example multi-exon gene is annotated with two isoforms, differentiated by a skipped penultimate 
exon, and contains several nonsynonymous mutations identified by whole-genome sequencing, exome sequencing or genotyping microarray (SNPchip). Each 
homozygous or heterozygous missense mutation causes a change in the codon at its respective position, and a nonsense mutation leads to a premature stop 
codon in the penultimate exon of the first isoform. (b) These mutations are reflected in the maternal (m) and paternal (p) transcripts produced for each 
isoform and are detected in the reads obtained from RNA-seq, which also detects an RNA-edit site in all transcripts. RNA-seq quantification reveals that the 
second isoform is predominantly expressed based on the subset of reads (red) that are able to distinguish the first from the second isoform. Also evident from 
the quantification is that the maternal transcript of isoform 2 is primarily expressed (ASE) based on a different subset of reads that span the heterozygous 
variant. (c) Whole-proteome analysis by mass spectrometry produces spectra that can be matched against a database derived from the maternal and paternal 
transcripts and also produces peptides that span the positions of the homozygous and heterozygous variants. The abundances of these peptides support the 
RDD and allelic bias observed in RNA-seq. The spectra also suggest the presence of a post-translational modification, and the absence of peptides toward the 
C terminus of the first isoform lead, for example, to the inference that no protein is produced for this isoform. UTR, untranslated region; CNV, copy-number 
variants; AS, alternative splicing; LC-MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry; NMD, nonsense-mediated decay.
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 tremendous volumes of data that can be produced by mass spectrom-
etry and other functional genomic assays, now more than ever there 
exist major analytical advantages to designing studies combining 
transcriptomic and proteomic data22.
Importantly, those studies that have attempted deliberate coanalysis 
of RNA and protein have consistently observed a limited correla-
tion (between 0.5 and 0.7) in abundance. As such, measurements of 
mRNA abundance alone are insufficient to be considered predictive 
of protein abundance54–56, reinforcing the requirement for cellular 
analysis at the proteome level. The cause for this poor correlation is 
probably a combination of biological and technical factors57, where 
such biological factors include cellular heterogeneity, alternative splic-
ing, post-transcriptional regulation, post-translational modifications, 
protein turnover and protein localization. It is therefore essential for 
our deeper understanding of cellular mechanics, especially in highly 
heterogeneous tissues such as those of the CNS, to minimize technical 
variability so that samples subjected to multi-omic analysis are of high 
quality, inherently comparable and processed with consistency.
A promising recent innovation allows direct profiling of the 
translatome, or the set of actively translating RNAs engaged by the 
polyribosome, thus enabling analysis of RNA at a point closest to the 
production of protein58 (we discuss so-called RiboTag or TRAP meth-
ods and their utility in the CNS below). A more detailed assessment of 
translational control59 can be obtained by sequencing the very short 
fragments of RNA contained within the ribosome itself17. So-called 
ribosome profiling allows, for the first time, a transcriptome-wide 
survey of the positions of ribosomes on the RNA transcript, includ-
ing precise identification of open reading frames. When compared 
to the relative abundance of those same transcripts, the approach 
has formalized the concept of translational efficiency, a mechanism 
through which cells may have the ability to modify protein output 
while maintaining stable RNA abundance simply by increasing the 
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 tremendous volumes of data that can be produced by mass spectrom-
etry and other functional genomic assays, now more than ever there 
exist major analytical advantages to designing studies combining 
transcriptomic and proteomic data22.
Importantly, those studies that have attempted deliberate coanalysis 
of RNA and protein have consistently observed a limited correla-
tion (between 0.5 and 0.7) in abundance. As such, measurements of 
mRNA abundance alone are insufficient to be considered predictive 
of protein abundance54–56, reinforcing the requirement for cellular 
analysis at the proteome level. The cause for this poor correlation is 
probably a combination of biological and technical factors57, where 
such biological factors include cellular heterogeneity, alternative splic-
ing, post-transcriptional regulation, post-translational modifications, 
protein turnover and protein localization. It is therefore essential for 
our deeper understanding of cellular mechanics, especially in highly 
heterogeneous tissues such as those of the CNS, to minimize technical 
variability so that samples subjected to multi-omic analysis are of high 
quality, inherently comparable and processed with consistency.
A promising recent innovation allows direct profiling of the 
translatome, or the set of actively translating RNAs engaged by the 
polyribosome, thus enabling analysis of RNA at a point closest to the 
production of protein58 (we discuss so-called RiboTag or TRAP meth-
ods and their utility in the CNS below). A more detailed assessment of 
translational control59 can be obtained by sequencing the very short 
fragments of RNA contained within the ribosome itself17. So-called 
ribosome profiling allows, for the first time, a transcriptome-wide 
survey of the positions of ribosomes on the RNA transcript, includ-
ing precise identification of open reading frames. When compared 
to the relative abundance of those same transcripts, the approach 
has formalized the concept of translational efficiency, a mechanism 
through which cells may have the ability to modify protein output 
while maintaining stable RNA abundance simply by increasing the 
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 tremendous volumes of data that can be produced by mass spectrom-
etry and other functional genomic assays, now more than ever there 
exist major analytical advantages to designing studies combining 
transcriptomic and proteomic data22.
Importantly, those studies that have attempted deliberate coanalysis 
of RNA and protein have consistently observed a limited correla-
tion (between 0.5 and 0.7) in abundance. As such, measurements of 
mRNA abundance alone are insufficient to be considered predictive 
of protein abundance54–56, reinforcing the requirement for cellular 
analysis at the proteome level. The cause for this poor correlation is 
probably a combination of biological and technical factors57, where 
such biological factors include cellular heterogeneity, alternative splic-
ing, post-transcriptional regulation, post-translational modifications, 
protein turnover and protein localization. It is therefore essential for 
our deeper understanding of cellular mechanics, especially in highly 
heterogeneous tissues such as those of the CNS, to minimize technical 
variability so that samples subjected to multi-omic analysis are of high 
quality, inherently comparable and processed with consistency.
A promising recent innovation allows direct profiling of the 
translatome, or the set of actively translating RNAs engaged by the 
polyribosome, thus enabling analysis of RNA at a point closest to the 
production of protein58 (we discuss so-called RiboTag or TRAP meth-
ods and their utility in the CNS below). A more detailed assessment of 
translational control59 can be obtained by sequencing the very short 
fragments of RNA contained within the ribosome itself17. So-called 
ribosome profiling allows, for the first time, a transcriptome-wide 
survey of the positions of ribosomes on the RNA transcript, includ-
ing precise identification of open reading frames. When compared 
to the relative abundance of those same transcripts, the approach 
has formalized the concept of translational efficiency, a mechanism 
through which cells may have the ability to modify protein output 
while maintaining stable RNA abundance simply by increasing the 
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isoform and are detected in the reads obtained from RNA-seq, which also detects an RNA-edit site in all transcripts. RNA-seq quantification reveals that the 
second isoform is predominantly expressed based on the subset of reads (red) that are able to distinguish the first from the second isoform. Also evident from 
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variants; AS, alternative splicing; LC-MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry; NMD, nonsense-mediated decay.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide easurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein
ynthesis. We
estim
ted protein expression from
the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From
7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA
abun-
dance measure (R 2
= 0.98; ~20%
error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from
the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to
mRNA
fragments) between
different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally
inactive (Fig. 2E
and
fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA
abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA
levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R 2
= 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R 2
=
0.17 with our
mRNA
abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry
should
reveal examples
of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw
a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol f r convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually
divided
as
shown, and
the
mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c 2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R
2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
C mparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
t mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
w re transl tionally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational e ficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R
2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R
2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-a undance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
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counts on the two regions
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorp rate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our RNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 1 0-fold ra ge of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Ind ed, e timat s
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differe ces in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tw en changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
so e profiling nd abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradatio of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previ us polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitiv to the t tal length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for co vert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs w re
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The er or esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesi . We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
da ce measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replica es) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translatio with mRNA
abu dance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
ra ge of gene xpression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
prot ome-wide mass spectrometry had a correl -
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect c r-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, compariso be-
tw en changes in synthesis mea ured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulat d degradation of proteins (19).
Ri some p ofiling reveals different phase
of translation. Previous poly ome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
transla ed. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no idence for higher ribosome d nsity
at the 5′ end of ix individ al mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosom den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means f deep
seq encing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal r rodu-
cibility of mRNA-ab ndance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, a the mRNA
counts on he two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosom footprints (14), altho gh further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA bun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different ye st
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fi .
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis easured by ribo-
some profiling and abund nce measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosom profili g reveals differe t phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it s ggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol f r convert-
ing rib some footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abunda c
mea urem nts. CDSs were
conc ptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling ta
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from th density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation long a message see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples r vealed a
roughly 100-fold ange of translation effici ncy
(as measu ed by the ratio of ribo ome foot rin s
to mRNA fragments) between differ t yeast
genes, in addition t a subset of transcrip s that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abunda ce mea-
surem nts, contribute s bstantially to th dynamic
range of g ne expression (table S2).
The rate of protei synthesis is expected o be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, stimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a cor la-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our tr nslation-
r te measuremen s versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability co tribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, c mparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some prof ling and abu dance measured by mass
spe trometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of prot ins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals d fferent phases
of tran latio . Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, tre d and an overall ag e ment between
ribosome profiling and p lysome profil ng ( igs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because t suggested that the rate of translation
initiation w s sensitive to the total length of the
g n , thus causing shorter essages to be better
translate . Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribos me de sity in region of constant length
at he sta t of each gene, which would contribute
a lar r fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shor er genes. However, a previous study
found n evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome oc upancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundred
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 c dons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
bundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
ar plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synt sis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of riboso e footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million f otpri sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples rev aled a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset f transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational eff ciency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteom -wid mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus 2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate f a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comp rison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals diff rent ph ses
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an verall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Altern tively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximatel threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abu danc nd ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
r ndomly fr gmente mRNA
into deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
ibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually ivided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regio s
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use riboso profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although furthe
improv ments c uld incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
bel w). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
w were ble t measure the translatio of 4648
of 5295 enes with a precision (fig. S7) a d re-
producibility comparabl with our mRNA n-
dance measu e (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biol gical replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation w th mRNA
abunda ce from the same samples rev aled a
roughly 100-fold rang f translation effici ncy
(as measured by the ratio of ribos me foot rints
to mRNA f agment ) between different yeast
genes, in addit n o a subset of transcri ts that
w r translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and f g.
S8A). Thus, differ es in ra slation l efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abu dance mea-
suremen s, contribute substanti lly to the dynamic
rang of gene expression (ta le S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a bett r predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, esti a es
of the absolute abundanc of protein from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translat on-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA bundan e (f g. S9) (19). Differe ces in
protein stability ontri ute to the imperfect cor-
rel tion betwe n rate o a protein’s sy thesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
som profiling nd abu danc measured by mass
spectrometry should rev al exa ples of the
regulated d gradation of proteins (19).
Rib s me pr filing r veals different ph s s
f translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher rib -
ome density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome prof ling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). Th phenomenon was surprising
becaus it suggested that the rate of translation
initia ion was se sitiv to the total length of the
gen , thus causing shorter messages to be better
ranslated. Alternativ ly, there may be a higher
ribos me densi y i a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
larger fraction of the tot l r bosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found n evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments f ribosome occupa cy let us test this pos-
sibility m re broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
gr ater (approximat ly threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abu dance and ribosome
footprints by ns of deep
seq enci g. (A) Sch matic
of the protocol f r convert-
ing ribosom footprints or
randomly fr gmentedmRNA
int a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error es i-
ate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling d ta
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed f translation along a messa e (see
below). From 7.0 illion footprint seque ces,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abu -
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error etween
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation fficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA frag nts) between different yeast
genes, in ad iti n to a subset of transcript that
were translatio ally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contrib te substantially to the dynamic
range of en expressio (t ble S2).
The rate of protein sy thesis is expected to
a b tter predictor of p tei abundance th mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
f the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectr metry had a orrela-
tion coeffici nt of R2 = 0.42 with our transl tion-
rate me surements ver us R2 = 0.17 with ur
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Difference in
prot in tability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundan e measured by mass
sp ctrometry should rev al examples of the
regulated degrad tion of proteins (19).
Ribos m profiling rev als differ t phases
of tra sla i n. Previous polys studi s fo nd
hat shorter ge es tended to have a higher ribo-
som densi y (10). We saw a simil r, tho gh
weaker, tre d and an ov rall agreeme t betw en
rib some profiling and polyso e profiling (figs.
S8B a d S10). This phenomeno was s rprising
becaus it suggeste that the rate of translatio
initiatio was sensiti e to the total length of th
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alter atively, there ay be a higher
ribos me density in a region of constant l ngth
at the start of each gene, w ich would contribute
a large fraction of the t tal ribosome occupancy
for short r genes. Howev r, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of w ll-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons r laxed t a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
seque cing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measureme ts. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
count on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measuremen s of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome p ofiling data
to quantify th rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expre sion from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the peed of translation along a message (se
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) nd re-
producibility compar ble ith our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing th rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples reve led a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translatio al efficiency,
hich are invisibl to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, c ntribute substantially to the dy amic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
f the absolute abundance of proteins fro
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a corr la-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with ur translat on-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Diffe ences in
protein stabil ty contribu e to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis me sured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should rev al exampl s of the
regul ted degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome rofiling reveals diff rent phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher rib -
s me density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement be w en
ribosome profiling and polysome pro iling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
i itia ion was ensitive to the total length of the
gen , thus causing hort r messages to e better
translated. Alter atively, ther m y be a higher
ribosome density in a gion of onstant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction the tot l ribosome ccup ncy
for shorter genes. However, a previou st dy
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test thi pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use riboso e profiling data
to quantify the ra of protein synt esis. We
estimated protein expr ssion fr m t e density
of ribosome fo prints (14), although further
improv ments could incorporate variatio s in
the speed of translation along a m ss ge (s e
below). From 7.0 mi lion f otprint seque c s,
we were able t measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes wi h a precisi n (fig. S7) a d re-
producibility c mparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% er or between
bi logi al replicates) (Fig. 2D).
C paring the r of translation with mRNA
abundance from the s me samp es revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of transl tion efficiency
(as easured by the ratio of ribosome footpr s
t mRNA fragments) be ween differ nt yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts hat
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, ifferences in translational efficie cy,
which are invisible t mRNA abundance m a-
surements, contribut substantia ly to the y amic
rang of gene expr ssio (tabl S2).
Th rate f protein synthesis is expected to be
a bette pr dictor of pr tein abundance th n mea-
surem nts of mRNA levels. Indee , estim tes
of th absolute abund ce of prot ins from
rote me-wide m ss sp ctromet y had a correl -
tion c fici nt of R2 = 0.42 w th our tr slati n-
rate measurem ts versus R2 = 0.17 with o r
mRNA abundance (f g. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability co tribute to the imper ect cor-
relation bet ee he rate of a protein’s sy th sis
and its steady-stat lev ls. Thus, co pari on be-
twee changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal exa ples of the
regulated degradation of prot ins (19).
Ribosome pr filing reveals dif erent phases
f tra slation. Previous p lysome studies found
that sh rter genes te ded to have a higher rib -
some d nsity (10). We saw a si ilar, though
weaker, tre d and an overall agreeme t betw en
r bosom profiling and p lyso e profili g (fi s.
S8B and S10). This phe o enon was surprising
because it sugg st d that he r te of tran lation
i itiation w s ensitiv to th t tal l ngth f the
g ne, hus causing short r me sages to be better
anslat d. Alter atively, th e may be a igher
ribosom density in reg on of const nt length
at the sta t of each gen , which w uld contribute
larger fr ction of t e tot l rib s me occupancy
for short genes. How ver, a previous st dy
found no evidence for high r ribosome densit
at the 5′ e d of six individual mRNA (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribos me occupancy let u t st th s po -
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes rev aled considerably
gr ater (approximat ly thr efold) ribosome -
sity for he first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and riboso e
footprints by means of deep
sequenci g. (A) Schematic
of h protocol for conv rt-
ing ribosome fo tprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
to eep-sequenci g li-
brary. (B) Int rn l reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
onceptually divide as
shown, and the mRNA
u ts o the two r gion
are plotted. The rror esti-
mate is bas on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use riboso e profiling data
to quantify the rate of pro ein synthesis. We
e timat d protein expression from the density
of ribosome f otprints (14), although further
improvements could incorpo te variations in
th peed f translation along a m ssage (see
be ow). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 enes with a pr cision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance me sure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% rror be ween
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translati n with mRNA
abu dance from th sam sampl s revea ed a
ughly 100-fold r ge of trans effici ncy
(as mea ured by e ratio of ribosome footprints
to RNA fragments) between different yeast
nes, in addition to a subset of transcr pts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, iff ces in ranslational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesi is expected to be
a e ter predictor of protein abund nce tha mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, stimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteom -wide mass spectrometry had a cor ela-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 w th our translation-
rate measurements ve sus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abund nce (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability co trib te to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
its steady-state levels. Thus, compa is n be-
tween cha ges in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abunda ce measured by mass
spectrometry should rev al examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Riboso e profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previ us polysome studies foun
that s orter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B nd S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
g e, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translat d. Alternatively, there may be a h gher
rib some density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gen , which would contribute
a larg r fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no eviden e for higher ribosome density
at th 5′ end of six indivi ual mRNAs (20).
Ou genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ri oso e occupancy let us test this pos-
sibil ty more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
gre ter (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity fo the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and boso e
footprin s by eans of deep
seq encing. (A) Sche tic
f the pr tocol for convert-
ing ribosom footprints or
r ndomly frag entedmRNA
int a deep-sequ cing li-
brary. (B) Int rnal r prod -
cibility of mRNA- bundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
show , and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mat is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measure ents of translation.
We next sought to use rib some profiling data
t quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
f ribosome fo tprints (14), although further
i pr vements could incorporat variations in
the sp ed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error betwee
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing th rate of tr nslation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples reveal d a
roughly 100-fold range of translation fficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to subset f transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in tran latio al efficiency,
which ar invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
rang of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synth sis is expect d to be
a better pr dictor of protein bundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Inde d, stimates
f th absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundanc (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contrib te t the imperf ct cor-
relation between t rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its stea y-state lev ls. Th s, co parison be-
twe n changes in synth sis measured by ribo-
some pr filing and abundance measur d by mass
pectro try should reveal exam les of the
regulated d gradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling re als diff rent phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polys me profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This p n menon was surprising
because it suggest d that th rate of translation
initiation w s nsitiv to the total len th of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alt rnatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a regi n of onst t length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a la ger fra tion of th total rib some occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evi nce for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end f six individ al mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosom occup ncy l t us t st this pos-
sibility more broadly. An aver ging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribos e den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Qua tifying mRNA
abundance and bosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Sche tic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprin s or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal p odu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
me sur ments. CDSs were
c ceptually d vided as
shown, and the mRNA
count on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurem nts of translation.
We next sought to us rib some profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synth sis. We
estimated protein expression f m th den i y
of ribosome footprints (14), alth ugh further
improv ments c uld incorporate variatio s in
the speed of translation along a me s ge (see
below). From 7.0 mi lio footprint s quences,
we were able to measure th transl tion of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% err r between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translatio with RNA
abundance from th ame samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficie cy
(as easured by th ratio of ribos me footprints
to mRNA fragm n s) be ween different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E a d fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in tra slat onal efficie cy,
which are invisibl to mRNA abundance ea-
surements, con ribute substa tially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rat of p otein synthesis is exp ct d to be
a better pr dict of protein abundance than mea-
urem ts of mRNA l v ls. In ed, e ti at
of the bsolut abundance of proteins from
oteome-wide mass sp ctrometry had a correla-
tion c efficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measuremen s versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abu dan e (fig. S9) (19). Differe ces in
protein stability contribute to th imperfect cor-
lation between the rate of a prot i ’s syn hesi
and its teady- tate levels. Thus, comparison b -
tw en change in synthesis measured by ribo-
some pr fil ng and bun ance measured y m s
pec rome ry should rev al examples of the
regulat d degradation of proteins (19).
R bosome profiling reveals differ nt p ses
of transl tion. Previ us polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended t have a higher rib -
some density (10). We saw a similar, th ugh
weaker, tr nd and an overall agreement between
riboso e profiling and p lysome profili g (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was urprising
because it sug ested th t the rate of transl ion
initiation was se sit ve to th total eng of th
ge e, hu causing shorter mess ges to be b tter
translated. Alternatively, th re may be a higher
ribosome density in a egion f constant length
at the start of each gene, which would co tribute
a larg r fra tion of the total rib s me ccupancy
fo short r genes. However, a prev ous study
found no evidence r higher ribosome de sity
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our g nome-wide position-specific m asure-
ments of ribos me occupancy let us t t this pos-
sibility ore broadly. An averag ng ver hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed consi erably
greate (a proximately threefold) rib som den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Qua ti ying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
s quenc . (A) Schem ti
of the p col for con ert-
ing rib some footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequenci li-
br ry. (B) Internal rep odu-
cibility of mRNA-abu dance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and th mRNA
counts on the two regio s
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is bas d on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide me surem nts of translation.
We next sought to use rib some profiling data
t quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimate protein expression from the densi y
of ribosome fo tprints (14), although further
i prove ents c uld i corporate variati ns in
the spe d of transl tion along a message (se
bel ). From 7.0 millio footprint s quences,
we were l to measure the transl tion of 4648
of 5295 gene with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producib lity comp rable with our mRNA bu -
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% err r betwe n
bi l gical replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing th rate f translatio with RNA
abun ance from th a samp es r vealed a
rou hly 100-f l ra ge of t anslation efficie cy
( measured by the ratio of ribos me footprints
to mRNA fra me s) be we n differe t yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translatio ally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in transl tional efficiency,
which are i visi l to mRNA abun ance mea-
s rements, co tribute ubstantially to the dynamic
r ge f gen expressio (table S2).
T e rate of otein synth sis is exp ct d to be
a better pr ict r of protein abundance than mea-
ure ents of mRNA levels. I d ed, esti ates
of the absolute abundance of proteins fr
prot ome-wide ma s spectrometry ad a corr la-
tion coefficie t of 2 = 0.42 with our tra sl tion-
rate measuremen versu R2 = 0.17 ith our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences i
protein stability c ntribut t th imperfect cor-
lation betw en the rate of a protei ’s synthesi
nd its te dy- tate l vels. Thus, compariso b -
tween change in s nthesis measured by ribo-
som pr fili g an bun ance easur d by ma s
pec rome ry should r v al x mples of the
r gulated degradation of proteins (19).
R bosome profiling r veals diff r nt s s
of translatio . Previous p lys me studies found
that sh rter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
s me de sity (10). We saw a similar, th ugh
weaker, tr nd and an overall agreement between
riboso e profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This henomen n was surprising
because it sug ested that the rat of translation
initiation was se sitive to th total leng of the
ge e, hus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribos me density in a egi n f constant length
at th start of ach gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction f the total ribosome occupancy
fo short r genes. However, a prev ous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome de sity
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our g nome-wide p sition-specific m asure-
ments of ribos me occupancy l t us t t this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed consi erably
greate (approxim tely threefold) rib som den-
sity f r the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quanti ying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
f tprints by means of d ep
sequenc g. (A) Schematic
of he protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly f agmente mRNA
into a de p-s quencing li-
brary. (B) Internal rep odu-
cibility of NA-abundance
measure ents. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and th mRNA
c unts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurem nts of translati n.
We next sought to use rib some profiling data
to q an ify th rate f protein synthesis. W
estimat d protein expressio from the densi y
of ribosom footprints (14), although further
improvements c uld incorpo ate variations in
the speed of translati n along a message (see
below). From 7.0 millio footprint quences,
we were able to easure the transl tion of 4648
of 5295 gene with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producib l y com rabl with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% err r between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing th rate of translatio with mRNA
abundanc from th m samples revealed a
roughly 100-fol range of t anslation efficie cy
(as measured by the tio of ribos me footpr nts
to mRNA fragm n s) be we n different yeast
genes, in addition o a subset of transcripts that
were translationally i active (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, d fferenc s in t anslational efficiency,
which are invisi l to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to th dynamic
range of gen expression (table S2).
The rate of p otein synthesis is exp ct d to e
a b tter dict r of protein abundance than mea-
urements of mRNA levels. Indeed, esti at s
of the absolute abundanc of proteins from
proteom -wide m ss spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with ou tr nslation-
rate measuremen versu R2 = 0.17 with our
RNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability c ntribute to th imperfect cor-
l tion between the ra e of a protei ’s synthesi
and its steady- ate levels. Thu , comparison b -
tween chang in synthesis mea ured by ribo-
some profiling and bun nce measu d by ma s
pec rome ry sho d rev al x mple the
r gulated degradation of proteins (19).
R bosome profiling reveals differ nt p ses
f translation. P iou p lysome studies found
that short r genes tended to hav a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a imilar, th ugh
weaker, tr nd and an overall ag eement between
riboso e profiling and polysome profili g (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it sug sted that the rate of translation
initiation wa se si ive to th total eng of the
ge e, hus causing s orter m ssages to be better
translated. Alte natively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a egion f constant length
at th start of each ge e, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupa y
for short r g es. However, a prev ous study
found no evidence for high r ribosome de sity
at the 5′ end f six individual mRNAs (20).
Our g nome-wide position- pecific m asure-
m ts of ribos me occupan y let us t t this pos-
sib lity more broadly. An averaging over hundre s
of well-translated genes revealed consi erably
greate (approximat ly threef ld) rib som den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codon (Fig. 2F), which
aft r 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fi . 1. Quanti ying mRNA
ab nd ce and ribosom
footpri ts by means of d ep
equenci g. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ibosome foo prints or
rand mly f agmented RNA
i to a de p- equencing li-
brary. (B) I terna rep odu-
cibili y of mRNA-abundance
measu eme ts. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and th mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plo ted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide easurem nts of translation.
We next sought to use rib some profiling data
t quantify the rate of pr tein sy thesis. We
estimated protein expression from the densi y
of ribosome fo tprints (14), although further
impr vements c uld incorporate variations in
the sp ed of translation along a message (see
b low). From 7.0 illio footprint s quences,
we were able to easure the transl tion of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA ab n-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% err r betwee
biol gical replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing th rate tr nslatio with mRNA
abundance from th ame samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation fficie cy
(as measured by the ratio of ribos me f otprints
to mRNA fragm n s) be ween different yeast
genes, in addition to subset of transcripts that
w re translationally i active (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in t anslational fficiency,
which ar invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expr ssion (table S2).
The rate of p otein synthesis is exp ct d to be
a better pr dictor of protein abundance than mea-
urements of m NA levels. Indeed, sti ates
of th absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry ad a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with ur translation-
rate measuremen s versus R2 = 0.17 with our
RNA abundanc (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contrib t t th imperfect cor-
lation betwe n t rate of a protei ’s synthesi
and its stea y- tate lev ls. Th s, comparison b -
twe n ch nges in synth sis me sured by ribo-
som profiling and bun ance measured by ma s
pec rome ry should rev al exam les of the
regulated d gradation f proteins (19).
R bosome profiling re als diff r nt p ses
of tra slation. Previ us p lysome s udies found
that shorter genes t nd d to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, tr nd and an overall agreement between
riboso e pro iling and polys me profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This p en menon was surprising
because it sug est d that th rate of translation
initiation w s s sitive to the total len of the
ge e, hus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alt rnatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a egion f onst t l ngth
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fra tion of the total rib some occupancy
fo short r genes. However, a prev ous study
found no evi nce for higher ribosome de sity
at the 5′ end f six individ al mRNAs (20).
Our g nome-wide position-specific m asure-
ments of ribos m occup ncy let us t t this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed consi erably
greate (approximately threefold) rib s den-
sity for t e first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fi . 1. Quanti ying mRNA
abund ce and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribos me fo tprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
in o a deep-s quencing l -
brary. (B) Inter al p odu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
me surem nts. CDSs w r
c ceptually d vided as
shown, and th mRNA
cou t on the two reg ons
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from
the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From
7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA
abun-
dance measure (R 2
= 0.98; ~20%
error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from
the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to
mRNA
fragments) between
different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally
inactive (Fig. 2E
and
fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA
abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA
levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R 2
= 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R 2
=
0.17 with our
mRNA
bundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry
should
reveal examples
of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw
a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually
divided
as
shown, and
the
mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c 2
statistic.
www.sciencemag.org
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R
2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
C mparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as meas red by the ratio of ribosome footprints
t mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition to a subset of transcripts that
w re transl tionally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational e ficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R
2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R
2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c
2
statistic.
www.sciencemag.org
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Genome-widemeasurementsoftranslation.
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footprints
(14),although
further
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could
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variations
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the
speed
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along
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(see
below).From
7.0
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footprint
sequences,
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easurethetranslation
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of5295
genes
with
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(fig.S7)and
re-
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Ribosomeprofilingrevealsdifferentphases
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a
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density
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a
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and
an
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and
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S8B
and
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thatthe
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well-translated
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considerably
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to
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after
100
to
200
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to
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uniform
Fig.1.QuantifyingmRNA
abund
nce
and
ribosome
footprintsbymeansofdeep
sequencing.(A)Schematic
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protocolforconvert-
ingribosomefootprintsor
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brary.(B)Internalreprodu-
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measurements.CDSswere
conceptually
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shown,
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countson
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abu dance from the same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by he ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in ad ition to a sub et of transcripts that
were translationall inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differ nces in translation l eff ciency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of transla ion. Previous polyso e studies found
that sh rter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a previous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
great r (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
si y for he firs 30 o 40 codons (Fig. 2F), w ich
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to uniform
F g. 1. Q antifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by me ns of deep
sequ ncing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ng ribosome footprints or
randomly fragm ntedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Internal repr du-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measureme ts. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotte . The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the r te of translation with mRNA
abunda ce fro the same samples revealed a
r ughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between different yeast
genes, in addition t a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inact ve (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribute to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of translation. P evious polysome studies found
that sh rt r g nes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. However, a pr vious study
found no evidence for higher ribosome density
at the 5′ end of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of t e protocol for convert-
ing ribosome footprints or
randomly fragmentedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) I ternal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundance
measurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regions
are plotted. Th error esti-
mate is based on he c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use ribosome profiling data
to quantify the rate of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome footprints (14), although further
improvements could incorporate variations in
the speed of translation along a message (see
below). From 7.0 million footprint sequences,
we were able to measure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precision (fig. S7) and re-
producibility comparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
biological replicates) (Fig. 2D).
Comparing the rate of translation with mRNA
abundance from the sam samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measured by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA ragments) between different yeast
g nes, i addition to a subset of transcripts that
were translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). Thus, differences in translational efficiency,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the dynamic
range of gene expression (table S2).
The rate of protein synthesis is expected to be
a better predictor of protein abundance than mea-
surements of mRNA levels. Indeed, estimates
of the absolute abundance of proteins from
proteome-wide mass spectrometry had a correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translation-
rate measurements versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability contribu e to the imperfect cor-
relation between the rate of a protein’s synthesis
and its steady-stat level . Thus, comparison be-
tween changes in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
spectrometry should reveal examples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome profiling reveals different phases
of tran lation. Previous polysome studies found
that shorter genes tended to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosome profiling and polysome profiling (figs.
S8B and S10). This phenomenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to the total length of the
gene, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alternatively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which would contribute
a larger fraction of the total ribosome occupancy
for shorter genes. How ver, a prev ous study
found no evidence for higher ribosome d nsity
at the 5′ end of s x individual mRNAs (20).
Our genome-wide osition-specific measure-
ments of ribosome occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome den-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons relaxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifying mRNA
abundance and ribosome
footprints y means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of the protocol for convert-
ing ribos me footprints or
randomly fragme tedmRNA
into a deep-sequencing li-
brary. (B) Int rnal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-abundanc
m asurements. CDSs were
conceptually divided as
shown, and the mRNA
counts on the two regio s
are plotted. The error esti-
mate is based on the c2
statistic.
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Genome-wide measurements of translation.
We next sought to use riboso e profiling data
to quantify the rat of protein synthesis. We
estimated protein expression from the density
of ribosome fo tprints (14), although further
improv ments could incorporate variatio s in
the speed of translation along a message (s e
below). From 7.0 million f otprint seque ces,
w wer able t me sure the translation of 4648
of 5295 genes with a precisi n (fig. S7) a d re-
producibility c mparable with our mRNA abun-
dance measure (R2 = 0.98; ~20% error between
bi logical replicates) (Fig. 2D).
C p ring the rate of translation with mRNA
abunda ce from th same samples revealed a
roughly 100-fold range of translation efficiency
(as measur d by the ratio of ribosome footprints
to mRNA fragments) between differ nt yeast
genes, in addition to subset of transcripts that
wer translationally inactive (Fig. 2E and fig.
S8A). T us, ifferences in translational efficie cy,
which are invisible to mRNA abundance mea-
surements, contribute substantially to the y amic
range of gene expr ssion (table S2).
Th rate f protein synthesis is expected to be
a better pr dictor of pr tein abundance than mea-
surem nts of mRNA levels. Indee , estimates
of th absolute abunda ce of proteins fro
proteome-wide mass sp ctrometry had a correla-
tion c efficient of R2 = 0.42 with our translati n-
rate measureme ts versus R2 = 0.17 with our
mRNA abundance (fig. S9) (19). Differences in
protein stability co tribute to the imperfect cor-
relation betwee the rate of a protein’s sy thesis
and its steady-state levels. Thus, co parison be-
twee chang s in synthesis measured by ribo-
some profiling and abundance measured by mass
sp ctrometry should reveal exa ples of the
regulated degradation of proteins (19).
Ribosome pr filing reveals different phases
of translati n. Previous polysome studies found
that sh rter genes te ded to have a higher ribo-
some density (10). We saw a similar, though
weaker, trend and an overall agreement between
ribosom profiling and p lysome profiling (fi s.
S8B and S10). This phe omenon was surprising
because it suggested that the rate of translation
initiation was sensitive to th t tal length of the
g ne, thus causing shorter messages to be better
translated. Alter atively, there may be a higher
ribosome density in a region of constant length
at the start of each gene, which w uld contribute
a larger fraction of the total rib some occupancy
for shorter g nes. However, a previous st dy
found no evidence for higher ribosome densit
at the 5′ d of six individual mRNAs (20).
Our genom -wide position-specific measure-
ments of ribos me occupancy let us test this pos-
sibility more broadly. An averaging over hundreds
of well-translated genes revealed considerably
greater (approximately threefold) ribosome n-
sity for the first 30 to 40 codons (Fig. 2F), which
after 100 to 200 codons r laxed to a uniform
Fig. 1. Quantifyin mRNA
abundance a d riboso e
footprints by means of deep
sequencing. (A) Schematic
of he protocol for conv rt-
ing ibosome footprints or
randomly fragmented RNA
to a deep-sequenci g li-
brary. (B) Internal reprodu-
cibility of mRNA-a undance
measuremen s. CDSs wer
onceptually divide as
shown, a d the mRNA
unts on the two r gion
are plotted. The rror esti-
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Gene with three coding 
isoforms and four 
observed ribosome 
footprints or MS/MS 
peptides (‘fragments’)
Given no information, we 
treat each isoform as equally 
likely (‘naïve prior’), however 
more informative likelihoods 
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RNA-seq (‘RNA prior’)
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7 fetal tissues, and 6 haematopoietic cell types (Fig. 1a). Pooled samples
from three individuals per tissue type were processed and fractionated
at the protein level by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–
PAGE) and at the peptide level by basic reversed-phase liquid chromatog-
raphy (RPLC) and analysed on high-resolution Fourier-transform mass
spectrometers (LTQ-Orbitrap Elite and LTQ-Orbitrap Velos) (Fig. 1b).
To generate a high-quality data set, both precursor ions and higher-energy
collisional dissociation (HCD)-derived fragment ions were measured
using the high-resolution and high-accuracy Orbitrap mass spectrometer.
Approximately 25 million high-resolution tandem mass spectra, acquired
from more than 2,000 LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography followed by
tandem mass spectrometry) runs, were searched against NCBI’s RefSeq15
human protein sequence database using the MASCOT16 and SEQUEST17
search engines. The search results were rescored using the Percolator18
algorithm and a total of approximately 293,000 non-redundant pep-
tides were identified at a q value , 0.01 with a median mass measurement
error of approximately 260 parts per billion (Extended Data Fig. 1a). The
median number of peptides and corresponding tandem mass spectra
identified per gene are 10 and 37, respectively, whereas the median protein
sequence coverage was approximately 28% (Extended Data Fig. 1b, c).
It should be noted, however, that false-positive rates for subgroups of
peptide-spectrum matches can vary upon the nature of peptides, such
as their size, the charge state of precursor peptide ions or missed enzyma-
tic cleavage (Extended Data Fig. 1d–f and Supplementary Information).
We compared our data set with two of the largest human peptide-
based resources, PeptideAtlas and GPMDB. These two databases contain
curated peptide information that has been collected from the proteomics
community over the past decade. Notably, almost half of the peptides
we identified were not deposited in either one of these resources. Also,
the novel peptides in our data set constitute 37% of the peptides in Pep-
tideAtlas and 54% of peptides in the case of GPMDB (Extended Data
Fig. 1g, h). This marked increase in the coverage of human proteomic
data was made possible by the breadth and depth of our analysis as most
of the cells and tissues that we analysed have not previously been studied
using similar methods. The depth of our analysis enabled us to identify
protein products derived from two-thirds (2,535 out of 3,844) of pro-
teins designated as ‘missing proteins’19 for lack of protein-based evi-
dence. Several hypothetical proteins that we identified have a broad tissue
distribution, indicating the inadequate sampling of the human pro-
teome thus far (Extended Data Fig. 2a).
Landscape of protein expression in cells and tissues
On the basis of gene expression studies, it is clear that there are several
genes that are involved in basic cellular functions that are constitutively
expressed in almost all the cells/tissues. Although the concept of ‘house-
keeping genes’ as genes that are expressed in all tissues and cell types is
widespread among biologists, there is no readily available catalogue of
such genes. Moreover, the extent to which these transcripts are trans-
lated into proteins remains unknown. We detected proteins encoded by
2,350 genes across all human cells/tissues with these highly abundant
‘housekeeping proteins’ constituting approximately 75% of total pro-
tein mass based on spectral counts (Extended Data Fig. 2b). The large
majority of these highly expressed housekeeping proteins include his-
tones, ribosomal proteins, metabolic enzymes and cytoskeletal proteins.
One of the caveats of tissue proteomics is the contribution of vascu-
lature, blood and haematopoietic cells. Thus, proteins designated as
housekeeping proteins based on analysis of tissue proteomes could be
broadly grouped into two categories, those that are truly expressed in
every single cell type and those that are found in every tissue (for example,
endothelial cells). Another caveat to be noted here is that some proteins
that are indeed expressed in all tissues might not be detected in some of
the tissues because of inadequate sampling by mass spectrometry. Thus,
this list of housekeeping proteins will continue to be refined as additional
in-depth analyses are carried out.
We used a label-free method based on spectral counting to quantify
protein expression across cells/tissues. Although more variable as compared
a
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Figure 1 | Overview of the workflow and comparison of data with public
repositories. a, The adult/fetal tissues and haematopoietic cell types that were
analysed to generate a draft map of the normal human proteome are shown.
b, The samples were fractionated, digested and analysed on the high-resolution
and high-accuracy Orbitrap mass analyser as shown. Tandem mass
spectrometry data were searched against a known protein database using
SEQUEST and MASCOT database search algorithms.
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• combining data across cell-types and species can reveal novel human 
biology, even in data not built for purpose 
• highly complementary experiment data (e.g. RNA + protein) from the 
same samples can be integrated to propagate information and improve 
downstream analyses 
• however, we cannot fully understand the effect of molecular differences 
between neurons without knowledge of the ‘connectome’ (although the 
resolution required of the latter is not yet clear)
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